CertelliPay was developed to exceed all aspects of standard merchant account processing. It simplifies the user experience, provides enhanced support, gives you more processing options, and includes additional layers of strict PCI compliance standards to protect your liability in leveraging the customer data shared during processing. Features Include:

### Increased Security
- Leverage of Hosted Payment Page Technology
- Drastic Reduction of PCI Scope
- No Card Data Passes Through the ACGI System
- Significantly Reduced Risk and Liability
- PCI 3.2 Compliant and PA-DSS 3.2 Certified
- Integrated MSSP for streamlined PCI Control (Q1 2021)
- Includes Breach Protection and Compliance Tools
- SAQ and AOC Support and Assistance (Q1 2021)

### Consolidated Reporting
- Back Office Integrated Merchant Processing Reports
- Elimination of Manual Reconciliation Between Systems
- Auto Reconciliation of Transaction Data with AA and Certelligence Data (Q1 2021)
- Enhanced Analytics for Transaction Management
- Integration with Virtual Terminal for Direct Gateway Manipulation
- Back Office User Roles for Permissions Based Access

### Dedicated Support
- One-Stop Shop for Setup and Configuration
- Single Provider for all your Payment Processing and Transaction Management Needs
- Eliminate Multiple Partners for Payment Processing
- Tier One and Escalation Support Provided by ACGI
- Training and Phone Assistance with ACGI Staff

### Product Diversity
- eCommerce, Online Credit Card Processing
- Level II and Level III Processing for Reduced Interchange Rates on Corporate Cards
- ACH and eChecks Offer Payment Diversity and Lower Transaction Costs
- Encrypted Storage of Saved Credit Card Data in an External, PCI Secure “Vault” on the Gateway
- Secure Tokenization of Recurring Payments
- Bank-to-Bank Auto Updating Services for PCI Secured Saved Credit Card Data
- EMV Reader or Swipe Device for POS Processing

### Ease of Entry
- Streamlined Online Application and Onboarding
- Optional Migration of Saved Accounts to Eliminate Disruption of Funds
- Competitive Pricing of Processing Fees and Optimized Rate Structure
- Integrated Gateway Eliminates External Fees
- Integrated MSSP Included to Reduce PCI Management Costs

To learn more, reach out to your Proejct Manager or CSR Representative today!